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Testimon:~on Alternatives 

by Sherman Lewis on Application for the Eastshore Center by Tierra Energy before the 


California Energy Commission, Hayward, CA, December 18,2007, 10 am, delayed to January 


14,2008,lO am 


The Hayward Area Planning Association (HAPA) opposes the Tierra Eastshore Center, as 


set forth in my letter to the Commission on September 25,2007 and in my declaration submitted 


to this proceeding. Our opposition is based on the policies of the CEC presented in the 2007 


Integrated Energy Policy Report. 


Alternatives. 


My m e  of reference is macro-policy, not micro-policy. Micro-policy is concerned, for 


example, with the details of specific pollutants and how much the power plant will cause. You 


have heard expert witnesses testifj. at length hat hundreds of tons of nitrous oxides. carbon 


monoxide, particulate matter, reactive organic gases, sulfur oxides, 21 toxic air contaminants, 


and carbon dioxide will be healthy for us. These witnesses have testified that the air is 


sufficiently polluted that adding even more is hard to measure and probably doesn't matter. 


Micro-policy focuses on hard measurements imd narrowly focused factual analysis. 


Macro-policy, by contrast, requires being honest about how micro-policy is based on 


assumptions and probabilities. Macro-policy does not yield a hard-edged answer the way micro- 


policy does, because macro-policy admits that any policy, any policy, has uncertainties, major 


uncertainties. Macro-policy requires therefore:, not the narrow focus of a judge in a judicial 


proceeding, but the broad focus of a legislator dealing with the long term public interest. Macro- 


policy requires stepping back and making moiral commitments, the kind A1 Gore talks about, to 


deal 'with global wanning. You, the CEC, are either serious about global 


Your 2007 policy is serious; your Eastshore A.ssessment is not. 
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Tierra Eastshore is not needed, based on the CEC 2007 Energy Policy. See pages 60-68, 

108- 1 1, 120, and 199-200. Why does the report on Tierra then conclude that the plant is needed? 

To some extent the burden of writing the report falls on the applicant, whose self-interest 

requires that alternatives not work. The CEC. should not require applicants to make findings that 

would require the CEC to disapprove the application. The CEC should rely more on its own staff, 

which has recommended against this plant (I,. 1-6). 

The staff report (Eastshore Energy Clenter [06-AFC-61 Final Staff Assessment) discusses 

alternatives on pages 6- 12 to 6- 14 and could have done better. There is no reference to the CEC 

r 2007 Energy Policy. The Eastshore Assessment is inconsistent with the CEC 2007 Energy 

1 Policy. The CEC needs to decide who it is, to choose between its two versions of its policies. 

I Because the CEC ignored its policy in ana1y:dng Eastshore, there is a strong prima facie case that 

1 the Eastshore Assessment is inadequate. 

The Eastshore Assessment alternatives discussion should consider & estimate of external 

costs. 

In searching a 743 page document I was unable to find any cost-benefit analysis 

comparing the project with alternatives. This assessment discusses NOTEWORTHY PUBLIC 

BENEFITS, announced with a heading in full capital letters on p. 1-9, but lacks a section on 

noteworthy public costs. In fact, the assessm,ent even considers the capital costs to be a benefit, 

without discussing that the money could be .spent on alternative with equal and probably greater 

benefit. The benefits of Tierra Eastshore have been estimated, but the costs have not been 

adequately quantified. There are, for exampl.e, impacts on the Hayward airport and on aesthetics 

of high smokestacks-these impacts need tcl be quantified in some way. The Eastshore 

Assessment also fails to assess the costs of causing more global warming and reducing the need 

for altematives. You should retain Arnory Lovins to do an alternatives analysis and cost-benefit 

comparison including quantification of external costs. 

The alternatives discussion also needs to consider the costs and benefits of the proposed 

project. Such analysis would favor energy efficiency and non-fossil alternatives. 


















